A hedge fund focusing on cryptocurrency
seeks out Thrive to implement a secure and
scalable IT infrastructure.

CASE STUDY

CHALLENGE
The start-up hedge fund with a team working remotely across the U.S. did not have
a fool-proof or future-proof plan for streamlining its operations and securing its
communications and data.
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The company searched for a partner to create a strategic IT plan, providing a full
cyber security solution with expert direction for its rigorous day-to-day technical
and investment analysis.

SOLUTION
The hedge fund turned to Thrive to create a strategic roadmap for securing and
managing its cloud-based trading platform. Thrive implemented a comprehensive
managed cyber security solution bundle to protect the entire IT environment,
from endpoints to the Cloud, and everything in between. Thrive deployed Security
Incident and Event Management as a Service (SIEMaaS), providing access to its
fully-staffed, 24x7x365 security operations center (SOC) for constant monitoring
of threats, and set up a help desk for endpoint management. Thrive also installed
an Azure infrastructure, Global Relay message archiving compliance, Office 365
backup, and Microsoft 365 management.

RESULT
Thrive’s tailored managed cyber security solutions offered end-to-end protection
of the hedge fund’s systems and data, alleviating the burden on its internal IT
teams. Thrive executed a hybrid approach of using automation for speed and
responsiveness and an expert staff for intelligent problem-solving and lasting
solutions that are delivered around the clock from Thrive’s SOC. As a result, the
hedge fund now has a secure and scalable IT ecosystem that can grow with the
company and its IT demands.

How can Thrive help your business?
Thrive is a leading provider of outsourced IT Infrastructure designed to drive
business outcomes by helping you get the most out of your IT.
To learn more about our services, contact us at 866.205.2810 or
info@thrivenetworks.com
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